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Introduction

A definition of volcanic unrest:

A deviation from the background or baseline 
behaviour of a volcano towards a level of activity, 

which is cause for concern in the short-term (hours 
to few months) because it might be a prelude to an 

eruption



Volcanic unrest riskometer



The problem

• Our knowledge of the causative links between subsurface 
processes, resulting unrest signals and imminent eruption is, today, 
wholly inadequate to deal effectively with crises of volcanic unrest. 



Questions?

• What is the cause of unrest?

• What is the consequence/outcome?

• When will it be over?



more problems:

• few volcanoes are persistently active

• many volcanoes show periods of dormancy (repose) over many 
hundreds or thousands of years in between eruptions

• volcanic unrest does NOT necessarily culminate in eruption 

• How to know if a volcano reactivates?

• How to predict future behaviour?



The answer:

DATA

...and here is our next problem!



Where, when and how to get 
what data?

• Geological data

• Geophysical data

• Geochemical data



....and yet another problem!

vs.

source: USGS



The orchestra of signals
(space and/or time domain)

Magmatic signals: melt, fluids, convection, chemical differentiation, thermal 
evolution, rejuvenation, loss

Tectonic signals: active faulting, local/regional  stress field

Aquifer signals: aqueous fluid migration, phase changes, T and/or P effects

Meteoric signals: precipitation, P and T effects

RESERVOIR CHARACTERISATION

Problem: lack of mechanistic understanding of 
processes and their role as signal transmitters!



Classic scope of geodetic 
monitoring programs

• perform dynamic investigations

• record signals

to quantify spatial and temporal evolution of volcanic system  



Geodetic monitoring
• Ground deformation (ground-based, air-borne and space-borne): 

• Gravity (ground-based):

∆V ≈ f(∆Uz,∆Ur) (1)

∆M ≈ f(∆gz) (2)
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• integrated geodetic investigations have  unique capability to characterise the nature 
of causative source:

! =
!M

!V

we can thus discriminate between aqueous fluids ( density ~1000kg/m3)
and

magma (density ~2500 kg/m3)
 



Ground deformation

• InSAR, LIDAR, GNSS (GPS and GLONASS), EDM, levelling, 
strainmeters



InSAR: Interferometric Synthetic Aperture 
Radar 

Full phase shift (2!)equals 28.3 
mm displacement in the LOS = 
1 color fringe in interferogram
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source: Pritchard and Simmons,2002, Nature 

source: Amelung et al., 
2000 Nature 



GNSS

• Global Navigation Satellite System
• Developed by the US  Department of Defense (GPS), USSR/Russian Space Forces 
(GLONASS) 

• provides 3-D  position, velocity, and time  24/7 anywhere in the world via 
trilateration
• free for civilian use
• 5 freq L1-5
• dual frequencies (L1 and L2) or single (L1) frequency receivers,  

• dual freq rec. generally  give higher precision.



GNSS

source: USGS, NAVCO, Garmin, own



How do we obtain data?

• Antennas and receivers/controller (2 kits min if no existing 
network available)

• Costs: anything from between £5k and £30k per unit

• campaign-style surveys 

• continuous observations



Continuous observations

• installation as reference

• running 24/7 

• enables fix on location in 3-D (x, y, z)

• with high precision (mm precision both horizontal and vertical)



things to look out for:

• safe location

• monument stability

• protection against elements

• accessibility

• good sky visibility

• secure power supply

• data storage/data transfer



How to obtain data

• options for different occupation modes

• most used for monitoring: static observations

• operate at least one  reference and several rovers (can be 
installed for any desired period of time)

• process baselines between rover and reference





Errors
Sources of User Equivalent Range Errors (UERE)

Ionospheric effects  ± 5 m
Ephemeris errors  ± 2.5 m

Satellite clock errors  ± 2 m
Multipath distortion  ± 1 m

Tropospheric effects  ± 0.5 m
Numerical errors  ± 1 m



Post-processing

• process data against a known reference (relative displacement 
vectors) 

• reference station may be your own with good fix on position

• alternatively use service such as SCOUT  



Miyakejima eruption 2000

Horizontal displacements at GEONET GPS stations during the period from June 13-22 to August 27-31.Time series of 6-hour coordinates in selected GPS baselines. Arrows indicate 
the onset of eruptions of Miyakejima volcano and major earthquakes. 

Source: Geography & Crustal Dynamics Research Center; http://
cais.gsi.go.jp/Research/crust/crust_e.htm



Ground deformation from GPS data: 
Nisyros , Greece

205

noted along the western edge of the hydrothermal crater
field (Brombach et al. 2001). Tectonic processes recently
expressed by seismicity indicate tensional fracturing which
could reduce the lithostatic pressure and trigger explosive
volcanic phenomena such as those reported in 1871 and
1873 (Makris and Chonia 1999).

DGPS analysis

A geodetic GPS network (Fig. 2) consisting of 18 stations
was established in the broader area of Nisyros Island in June
1997 and included a reference station in the NE part of Kos
Island (Lagios et al. 1998; Lagios 2000). Stations were
installed by emplacing benchmarks (bronze pins having
head-diameter of 2.5 cm) on the ground surface of volcanic
rock formations. However, in the absence of bedrock a few
stations were established on the concrete surface of old
constructions. The network was re-occupied in September
1997, May and October 1998, June 1999, July 2000, June
2001 and July 2002.

All DGPS measurements were made in the static mode
using tripods above the benchmarks. Geodetic, dual-
frequency WILD receivers (SR299 and SR399) were em-
ployed for all measurements. A local base-station was es-
tablished in Mandraki that operated during the entire mea-
surement period. Three other receivers were used as rovers
and recorded for 4–5 h at a given station with a sampling

interval of 15 s. Most of the stations were occupied more
than once. Since the dimensions of the network are rela-
tively small, the lengths of the measured baselines between
the stations are small (3–4 km). The longest baseline is the
one between the local base-station and the reference sta-
tion on Kos (23 km), which was continuously measured for
about 30 h with a 30 s sampling interval.

The Static Kinematic Software (SKI Pro 1999) of Le-
ica allowed the in situ processing and adjustment of the
GPS measurements. Post-processing was performed using
the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.2 (Rothacher et al.
1993), together with post-computed satellite orbits (avail-
able through the International GPS Service) to improve the
error estimation. An accuracy of 2 to 3 mm in the horizontal
component and 4 to 6 mm in the vertical was achieved. The
adjusted results of all campaigns are presented in Fig. 4.
This shows the overall deformation observed in Nisyros
relative to the first measuring period (June 1997).

A consecutive annual analysis of the GPS data during the
entire period of observation provides a temporal history of
the ground deformation (Fig. 5). The maximum horizontal
displacement occurred between 1997 and 1998 (Fig. 5a, b)
during the peaking (1997) and subsequent high level (1998)
of seismic activity (Sachpazi et al. 2002). The amplitude
of the horizontal deformation ranged from 20 to 60 mm.
In the following two periods (1998–1999 and 1999–2000),
the amplitude decreased to 10 to 20 mm (Fig. 5c) and
about 10 mm (Fig. 5d), respectively. However, the defor-
mation increased again to about 15 mm at some stations

Fig. 4 DGPS horizontal and vertical displacements for the periods:
(a) June 1997 – May 1998, (b) June 1997 – Oct. 1998, (c) June 1997 –
Sept. 1999, (d) June 1997 – Sept. 2000, (e) June 1997 – June 2001 and

(f) June 1997 – July 2002. The horizontal deformation is represented
by arrows and the vertical displacement by colour contouring

source: Lagios et al, 2005 Bull Volc.



Campi Flegrei 2006 uplift

Source : Troise et al., 2008:
Dev. in Volcanol.10, Elsevier

Figure 6 Sketch of Campi Flegrei calderawith GPS points and inferred horizontal displace-
ment vectors in the period May 2004--October 2006, with QUAR as reference, for the ¢ve sta-
tions next to the deformed area.The 2-D error ellipses at 95% con¢dence level (factor=2.447)
are also shown.

Figure 7 Detail of vertical displacements fromMay 2004 to October 2006 as recorded from
continuous GPS at station RITE (dots) and precision levelings at the benchmark in Pozzuoli
harbor (stars).The two benchmarks are very close (Figure1). Errors on continuous GPS and
leveling data (1s) are also shown.
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EARTHSCOPE: “magmatic” GPS deployments 

EarthScope Instrumentation http://www.earthscope.org/current_status/showstatus.php?map=...
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Instrument 

Legend

EarthScope Home  ›  Instrumentation  ›  Current Status Map

source: UNAVCO



Gravimetry for volcano 
monitoring

• Not standard tool

• time lapse micro-gravity surveys

• continuous gravimetric observation

• detection of  changes in the acceleration  due to Earth’s gravity  



Classic setup



Field setup for gravity network

• Selection of reference outside area of interest

• installation of benchmark (BM)

• measurement of gravity difference between reference and BM 

• location and elevation measured by GNSS or theodolite



Example
reference

benchmark

measurement loops:
R > BM1 > BM2 > BM3 >  BM2 > R

R > BM10 > BM 9 > BM 3 BM1 >  BM10 
> R

Start and end loop at 
reference!!!

Why?

source: infoterra.de



Errors

• Instrument drift (mechanical failure of spring)

• Tares (sudden jumps in reading due to mechanical readjustment: 
permanent or retrievable)  



Gravity reduction 

• Earth and Ocean tides

• Drift 

• Free air correction: -0.3086 mGal/m (use elevation data from GNSS) 

• contribution from ground water table variations

• deformation effects (source dependent)

• NO: latitude, Bouguer or terrain corrections (needed for static gravity 
surveys though)



• Scope: quantification of spatial and temporal evolution of 
volcanic system  

• residual gravity changes on order of few to hundreds of 
microGal [10-8 to 10-6 m/s2]

∆gr = gobs − gtide + (
δg

δz
)0∆h −∆gwt − δgdef (1)

1

∆gr = gobs − gtide − (
δg

δz
)0∆h −∆gwt −∆gdef (1)

1



Time series

• Repeated periodic occupation of network (e.g., monthly, yearly, 
every 2.5 years)

• Continuous observations ( eg., < 1Hz)



Gravity time series example from Asama 
volcano,  Japan

source: www.eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp



• ground deformation and gravity data 
1982-1999

• residual gravity change

• hybrid causative prolate source  
(1100-2300 kg/m3)

obs. grav.

ground def.

res. grav.

Example1:
Long Valley Caldera
Battaglia et al., 2003: JVGR
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Example II: Central Volcanic Complex, Tenerife 
(Gottsmann et al., 2006: GRL)

• ground deformation and gravity data 
2004-2005

• gravity changes up tp 0.045 mGal but no 
significant ground deformation

• aqueous fluid migration at shallow (ca. 
2000 m below surface) 

dera unrest at the Campi Flegrei [Gottsmann et al., 2003] or
at Long Valley [Battaglia et al., 2003]. The spatial distri-
bution of gravity changes across the area under investiga-
tion is asymmetrical. The smallest gravity changes were
observed in the central and eastern depression of the LCC,
where cumulative changes over the 14-month period where
only slightly higher than the precision level (±0.015 mGal
on average; 1 mGal = 10 mm/s2). A marked positive gravity
anomaly, with a maximum amplitude of around 0.04 mGal,
developed in the Northwest of the covered area between
May and July 2004, while a negative anomaly was found to
the east, centered on station MIRA. The gravity increase
noted between the first two campaigns (benchmarks C774
and CLV1) was followed by a decrease sometime between
July 2004 and April 2005. During the same period, a N-S
trending positive anomaly appears northwest of the PV-PT
summit area between, reaching the western part of the LCC
(Figures 2a–2b). In addition, gravity increased significantly
along the northern slopes of Pico Teide, including bench-
marks TORR and FUEN located close to the La Orotava
valley between July 2004 and April 2005, adding to the
impression of a spatio-temporal evolution of the causative
source. It is interesting to note that on 5 December 2004 a
new fissure with fumarole emission appeared in the Orotava
valley (further information available at http://www.iter.es).
A gas plume emanating from the summit fumaroles of Pico
Teide was particularly noticeable during October 2004
[Garcı́a et al., 2006], between surveys 2 and 3. In summary,
significant gravity changes occurred mainly across the
northern flanks of the PV-PT and along a ca. 6 km wide
zone along the western side of the volcanic complex into
the westernmost parts of the LCC between May 2004 and

July 2005 (Figure 2c). During the same time, a marked
gravity decrease was recorded at the intersection of the
Orotava Valley (OV) and the LCC (Figure 2c).
[5] Except for two benchmarks (MAJU and RAJA)

where observed gravity changes can be explained by free-
air effects (gravity changes due to elevation changes), mass/
density changes in the sub-surface appear to cause the major
part of the perturbation of the gravity field.

4. Effect of Water Table Fluctuations

[6] Data from two drill holes, located in the eastern half
of the LCC (Figure 2d), provide information on water
table fluctuations during the period of interest. A drop of
ca. 5 cm/month between surveys 1 and 4 was recorded in
one drill hole located close to benchmarks 3RDB and
MAJU, which is similar to the average monthly drop in
water level due anthropogenic extraction over the past
3 years [Farrujia et al., 2004]. Water levels decreased by
22 cm/month on average between February 2000 and
January 2004 in a drill hole located close to benchmark
MIRA. The gravity decrease of 0.025 mGal recorded
between May 2004 and July 2005 at benchmark MIRA,
located at the intersection of the Las Cañadas caldera and
the Orotava valley, can be explained by a net water
table decrease (dh) of 3 m, consistent with this earlier
trend, assuming a permeable rock void space (8) of 20%
and a water density (r) of 1000 kg/m3 (Dgw = 2pGrfdh)
[Battaglia et al., 2003]. Following the same rationale,
gravity changes at 3RDB and MAJU are corrected by
!0.008 mGal to account for the recorded water table fall
in the nearby borehole. Hence, any gravity change observed
within the central and eastern parts of the LCC (3RDB,
MAJU, RAJA, MIRA) can be fully attributed to changes in
(shallow) groundwater levels and we treat the net mass
change as zero for this area in the computation of overall
mass changes in the following sections (Figure 2d).
[7] Outside the LCC, comprehensive monitoring data on

groundwater level is lacking and correction for groundwater
level variations is difficult. Groundwater is collected and
extracted along several hundred (sub)horizontal tunnels
(galerias) protruding into the upper slopes of the CVC
[Marrero et al., 2005]. Since 1925, a decrease of several
hundred meters in the groundwater level has been noted for
the area covered by the northern and western slopes of the
CVC (available at http://www.aguastenerife.org). We there-
fore consider it very unlikely that the gravity increase noted
in the north and west of the CVC is related to an increase in
the groundwater table, and hence infer deeper processes to
be the most probable cause of gravity change in this region.

5. Interpretation

[8] The coincidence of earthquake epicenter concentra-
tion (a mixture of volcano-tectonic events and regional
earthquakes with pure volcanic events such as tremors
and long-period signals) in the area of gravity increase over
the same time period (Figure 2d), suggests that both signals
are related to the same or linked phenomena. Unfortunately,
precise data on earthquake hypocentres are not available,
but a semi-qualitative analysis suggests a depth of several
kilometres (R. Ortiz, personal communication, 2005). The

Figure 1. Perspective view of Tenerife island located in
the Canarian Archipelago off the coast of northwest Africa
(inset), using a colour-coded digital elevation model
(DEM; elevation in meters). Highest point is Teide volcano
(3718 m a.s.l.) located at 28.27!N and 16.60!W. Black
open squares indicate epicentres of seismic events recorded
between May 2004 and July 2005 by the National
Geographic Institute (available at http://www.ign.es).
Black rectangle identifies the area covered by the joint
GPS/gravity network. LCC indicates the location of the
Las Cañadas caldera.
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spatial coverage of the benchmarks does not allow the
wavelength of the May 2004–July 2005 gravity anomaly
to be assessed precisely. In particular, the lower limit of the
wavelength along the northern slopes of the PV-PT complex
cannot be unambiguously retrieved on the basis of the
available data. The maximum wavelength of the gravity
anomaly is on the order of 17 km if defined by both
observed and interpolated (kriging) data (Figure 2d) on
the northern slopes of the PV-PT complex, which implies
a maximum source depth of between 2.5 to 5.2 km below
the surface, assuming simple axisymmetrical source geom-
etries [Telford et al., 1990]. This would place the source to
within the depth of the shallow magma reservoirs beneath

the PV-PT complex believed to host chemically evolved
magma [Ablay et al., 1998]. However, since the positive
anomaly is only defined by four benchmarks (CLV1, C774,
CRUC, and TORR) its actual wavelength could be smaller
than 17 km and the source depth could be shallower than
inferred above. Furthermore, ambiguities remain on the
actual amplitude of the anomaly, which is defined only by
data observed at CRUC. The continuation of the positive
anomaly in the western part of the LCC (Figure 2c) shows a
shorter wavelength indicating a shallow (few km deep)
source.
[9] Due to the spatial separation of benchmarks an

assessment of sub-surface mass addition is greatly biased

Figure 2. Residual gravity changes between (a) May and July 2004, (b) May 2004 and April 2005, and (c) May 2004 and
July 2005. (d) Same as Figure 2c but corrected for the effect of water table changes. Gravity changes are draped over a
DEM of the central volcanic complex (CVC) of Tenerife. Black line in Figure 2a delineates the Las Cañadas caldera (LCC)
wall. Benchmark locations (crosses) and identification are shown as well as the prominent topographic features of the
Santiago Rift, Teide volcano, and the Orotava Valley (OV). Uncertainty in gravity changes are on average ±0.015 mGal
(1 mGal = 10 mm/s2). In Figure 2c the area to the east of the CVC, where a gravity decrease was detected, coincides with the
intersection of the Las Cañadas caldera with the collapse scar of the Orotava valley. This zone represents a major
hydrological outlet of the caldera. In Figure 2d stars represent epicentres of seismic events recorded between May 2004 and
July 2005. Both gravity increase and seismicity appear to be spatially and temporally correlated. Line A-B represents datum
for profile shown in Figure 4.
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on the selection of the area affected by gravity increases. We
define a maximum area by a kriging-based interpolation of
the gravity changes between May 2004 and July 2005 in the
northern and western parts of the CVC. A Gaussian Quad-
rature integration over this area gives a mass addition of
1.1*1011 kg, with lower and upper 95% confidence bounds
of 8.4*109 kg and 2.0*1011 kg, respectively. These values
should be regarded as maximum values.
[10] In theory, subsurface volume changes derived from

ground deformation data can be correlated to sub-surface
mass changes from gravity data to infer the density of the
causative source. However, in the absence of significant
surface deformation, the source density cannot be deter-
mined directly and the nature of the source remains ambig-
uous. However, three scenarios are worth considering when
assessing causative processes for the observed gravity
increase: (1) arrival of new magma at depth, (2) migration
of hydrothermal fluids, and (3) a hybrid of both. Volcanic
eruptions of the CVC over the past few centuries were
dominantly fed by basic and intermediate magmas in the
form of fissure eruptions along the Santiago Rift [Ablay and
Marti, 2000], implying shallow dyke emplacement along
this NW-SE trending extension zone. The observed gravity
increase between May 2004 and April 2005 (Figure 2)
appears to denote a zone at a 45! angle to the strike of
the rift. The wavelength of the anomaly in the western and
central parts of the LCC (Figure 2d) is not consistent
with shallow dyke emplacement to perhaps within a few
tens or hundred meters depth. There is also no other
direct geophysical or geochemical evidence in support of
magma emplacement in the form of a shallow dyke over the
14-month observation time. However, dyke emplacement at
greater depth (a few km below the surface) into the Santiago
Rift (with partial contribution to the gravity increases at
benchmarks CLAV1, C774 and CRUC), perhaps recharging
an existing reservoir, cannot be unambiguously excluded
for the period May–July 2004, coinciding with the peak in

the number of earthquakes recorded by the National Geo-
graphic Institute (available at http://www.ign.es). Dykes
along the Santiago Rift are on average less than 1 m wide.
Ground deformation caused by an individual dyke of this
size a few km below the surface would be below the
precision of our GPS measurements. Thus, a magma injec-
tion into a conjugated fault system, perhaps at some angle to
the Santiago Rift, cannot be unambiguously ruled out as
the trigger for the reawakening of the volcanic complex in
May 2004. There is, however, little evidence to support the
idea that the mass increase observed during campaigns 2
and 3 is caused solely by magma movement.
[11] An alternative explanation for the observed gravity

increase is fluid migration through the CVC. Volcano-
tectonic events detected in the seismic record [Garcı́a et
al., 2006; Tárraga et al., 2006] may have triggered the
release and upward migration of hydrothermal fluids from a
deep magma reservoir. Alternatively, fluid migration may
have resulted from (1) the perturbation of an existing deep
hydrothermal reservoir and resultant upward movement of
fluids due to magma injection or (2) from pressurising
seawater saturated rocks.
[12] Migration of hydrothermal fluids through a perme-

able medium causes little surface deformation, but the
filling of pore space increases the bulk density of the
material resulting in a gravity increase at the ground surface.
To explore this scenario, and as a first order approximation,
we performed a inversion of the gravity change recorded
between May 2004 and July 2005 along the northern and
western slopes of the PV-PT complex for a source repre-
sented by a N-S striking infinite cylindrical horizontal body
[Telford et al., 1990]. The approximation of an infinite body
is valid as long as the radius of the cylinder is far smaller
than its length. The model results depend linearly on density
change but non-linearly on both the radius and depth of the
body. Using a global optimization iterative method [Sen and
Stoffa, 1995] with various initial values for depth and

Figure 3. (a) Predicted and (b) residuals between observed and predicted gravity changes (mGal) for the period May 2004
to July 2005. Predicted values are derived from inversion for an infinite horizontal cylinder as an approximation of the zone
undergoing a mass/density increase at the northern and western slopes of the PV-PT complex. Observed gravity changes
were corrected for the effect of water table fluctuations in the central and eastern part of the LCC prior to inversion. Red
colours indicate that the model is predicting higher gravity changes than observed, blue colours indicate the opposite. Green
colours indicate match between predictions and observations.
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Residuals WT-corr. Residuals

Ground deformation data alone 
would not have yielded much!
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The potential pitfall of time-lapse 
observations
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The real period of such a signal (and thus any hypothesis about its source) remains ambiguous. 
This ambiguity cannot be solved in the time domain (Nyquist limit).



Aliased data?

Campi Flegrei 1987 onwards



Cgrav measurements

• Deployment of continuously recording gravimeters in survey area

• Gravity and surface deformation recorded jointly and simultaneously  

• Spring meters: L&R Aliod system, L&R ET meters, Scintrex CG-5,  
Automated Burris Gravity Meter

• Powerful method especially when linked with other geophysical 
observations

Etna, Italy

and bottom plots). Unfortunately, the proof mass of the
gravimeter working at EBEL station went outside the
measurement range of the feedback system, causing a loss
of data from the 19th to the 23rd of December. Fluctuations
appeared in the gravity signal acquired at EBEL after the
23rd, with peak-to-peak amplitude up to about 20 microGal,
which mirrored the simultaneous RMS-amplitude of the
seismic signal (Figure 2e, top). Conversely, the gravity
signal from EPDN remained free from these anomalies
(Figure 2e). Similar fluctuation neither appeared in the tilt
signals from the levels fitted to the gravity meters nor in the
GPS and tilt signals from the summit stations of Etna
(personal communication, INGV-CT staff, 2007), indicating
that the gravity changes observed at EBEL were due only to
subsurface mass redistributions. To further investigate the
common features of the volcanic tremor and the gravity
signal from EBEL, we conduct a correlation analysis using
a 6-hour sliding window with 50% overlap. This analysis
evidences the establishment of a significant anti-correlation
(correlation factor up to about 0.7) from the 24th of
December onwards (Figure 2c, top). The anti-correlation
gradually decreases with time, until it is insignificant from
the 8th of January onwards (Figure 2c, top). The same
correlation analysis, performed using the gravity signal
from EPDN, indicates a complete absence of correlation
(Figure 2c, bottom).

3. Tremor Source Location

[9] Volcanic tremor can be effectively used to study the
volcanic activity, because of its strict relationships with fluid
flows through the volcano’s feeding system [Konstantinou

and Schlindwein, 2002]. The source of tremor cannot be
localized using methods based on the inversion of
first arrival times, due to the sustained character and rapid
loss of coherency with distance of the signal. Rather, we
use the spatial distribution of tremor amplitudes recorded by
the distributed seismic network, in a way similar to the
one described by Gottschammer and Surono [2000] and
Battaglia and Aki [2003]. Assuming that seismic waves
propagate in a homogenous medium, the signal of ampli-
tude A0, radiated by an isotropic source, is recorded at
distance ri with an amplitude given by:

A ri! " # r$n
i A0e

$Kri ;K # pf0
Qv

!1"

where: f0 is the frequency, while n can be either 0.5 or 1, for
the cases of surface and body waves, respectively. Q and v
represent the ray-path-averaged quality factor and propaga-
tion velocity, respectively. We search for the optimal
combination of propagation parameters empirically, by
repeating a number (100) of inversions for different values
of (i) geometrical spreading coefficient, (ii) propagation
velocity and (iii) attenuation factor. At the end, we select the
set of propagation parameters for which the following
criteria are met: (i) minimum average misfit; (ii) maximum
number of not clipped solutions; (iii) consistency between
source depth, wave velocity and geometrical sprea-ding
coefficient. A Q factor of 40, a velocity of 2 km s$1,
comparable with the tomography values for the first 3 km
[De Gori et al., 2005], and a geometrical spreading
coefficient of 1 are eventually chosen. Furthermore, basing

Figure 1. Sketch map of Etna Volcano showing the location of the seismic and gravity stations, the position of the epicenters
of the 16 December (1) and 12 January (2) explosion-quakes (black stars) and the trace of the section shown in Figure 3
(dashed line). The projection onto the surface of the tremor source (shaded area) and the sections, at heights of 1000 and 1250
m a.s.l., of the spherical cap bounding the position of the gravity source (see text) are also reported. The inset at the bottom
right shows the location of Etna Volcano with respect to Sicily, the one at the top left shows the position of the four Summit
Craters (NEC = Northeast Crater, VOR = Voragine, BNC = Bocca Nuova, SEC = Southeast Crater).
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2005-2006 Etna eruption

on results from spectral analyses and on the results obtained
by Saccorotti et al. [2004], we set f0 = 1 Hz.
[10] Following equation (1), the ratio Rij among the

amplitudes observed at each couple i and j of the whole
set of Np independent station pairs is given by:

Ri;j !
A ri" #
A rj
! " ! " rj

ri
#neK rj$ri" # "2#

A convenient estimate of the spatial distribution of tremor
amplitude is given by the root mean square (RMS) of the

signal recorded at the different stations. Using a 10-minutes-
long time sliding window with 50% overlap, we calculate
the narrow-band RMS of the signal by averaging the
spectral amplitudes associated with the 2M + 1 Fourier
coefficients, encompassing the reference frequency f0:

Aobs
i f0" # ! 1

2M % 1

X

M

m!$M

Wmu fm" # "3#

where u(fm) is the spectral amplitude associated with them-th
Fourier coefficient, and W is a weight function aimed at

Figure 2. (a) RMS tremor amplitude from ECPN station, during the December 1st, 2005–January 17th, 2006 time
interval. (b) Depth of the tremor source. (c) Correlations between the gravity signals from (top) EBEL and (bottom) EPDN
stations and the tremor amplitude. From top to bottom: velocity seismograms, RMS tremor amplitude, gravity signal from
EBEL and from EPDN for the (d) 16–18 December and (e) 28–30 December periods. The time intervals of Figures 2d and
2e are evidenced with gray strips in Figures 2a–2c. Gravimetric data shown in Figures 2d and 2e and utilized to calculate
the correlations in Figure 2c is corrected for the effect of Earth tide and instrumental drift.
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< near-summit station (EBEL)

 < off-summit station

smoothing the initial and final part of the selected spectral
window.
[11] Thus we seek, over the 1 December–17 January

period, those source positions for which the observed
amplitude ratios, derived from (3), best fit those expected
in the sense of (2). The inversion scheme consists of a
search within a 10 ! 10 ! 8 km grid, with a node spacing
of 100 m, and having its origin at 495, 4172 and "5 (x, y, z
in UTM-WGS84 coordinates). For each grid node, we
calculate the ray lengths for all the different stations,
eventually deriving the complete set of expected amplitude
ratios associated to that node. The misfit between observed
and modelled data is derived from the L1 norm error
function:
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At any given time, the grid point (x; y; z), for which
(4) takes a minimum, corresponds to the source location
which best fits the data in the sense of the L1 misfit
criterion. The running average standard deviation, calcu-
lated in a 6-hour window, is 150 and 200 m for the
horizontal (x; y) and vertical (z) components, respectively.

4. Gravity Source Location

[12] The significant anti-correlation, established between
the gravity signal from EBEL and the RMS-amplitude of
the seismic signal (Figure 2c, top), suggests that a common
tremor/gravity source activated sometimes between the 18th
to the 23rd of December and was active until the first days
of January. Furthermore, since no correlation is found
between the gravity signal from EPDN and the RMS-
amplitude of the seismic signal (Figure 2c, bottom), we
deduce that the gravity source, whose gravity effect is
important at EBEL, has a negligible effect at EPDN station.

The standard deviation calculated over the higher-frequency
component (cut off equal to 1.4 * 10"5 Hz; T = 20h) of the
signal from EPDN, during the studied period, is equal to 1.6
microGal, leading to a precision of about 3 microGal, at the
95% confidence interval.
[13] Thus, the maximum gravity effect of 20 microGal,

induced at EBEL station by the inferred gravity source
(Figure 2e), implies a ratio between the gravity effects at the
two stations of at least 7. This value can be used to define
the volume within which the mass center of the source must
lie, under two a-priori conditions: (i) following the lack of
ensuing deformation (see section 1), the gravity changes
from EBEL station are only due to sub-surface mass
redistributions and (ii) the mass source is spherically shaped
(in the absence of independent information on the source
geometry, the most common approach to obtain a first order
estimate of the source position is to assume it as a highly
symmetrical, equal-dimensional body). Starting from the
equation of the gravity anomaly caused by a sphere
[Sharma, 1986], the following equation can be derived:

y %

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

x" D# $2"r2=3*x2 &Dh2 1" r2=3# $
r2=3 " 1# $

s

#5$

where r is value of the gravity effect ratio; D is the
horizontal distance between the two stations; Dh is the
difference in elevation between each station (both stations
are assumed to lie at the same elevation, as the 20 m
difference (section 2), if taken into account, would not
change significantly the result) and the source. y and x
define couples of planar coordinates, referred to EBEL
station, each corresponding to a possible position of the
source which allows r = 7. Hence, for any given depth, it is
possible to define the area within which the source must lie
(to allow r ' 7) and the envelope of these surfaces at
various depths corresponds to a volume enclosing all the
possible positions for the mass-center of the gravity source.

Figure 3. 3-D view of Etna’s interior with location of the tremor source (gray surface). It comprises the grid nodes where
at least 2 source determinations fall. The spherical cap bounds locations of sphere-shaped gravity sources which have an
effect at EBEL station at least 7 times greater than the effect at EPDN station.
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Multi-parameter perspective

• No single technique can provide all answers 

• Need to think outside the box

• Need for multi-parameter analysis



Example: Nisyros caldera

Multiparameter experiment 2006:
1 automated gravimeter, 2 field 

gravimeters
1 broadband seismometer, 3 GPS 

receivers, 1 very low freq. electromagnetic 
receiver 



0.015 mGal (Figure 1c). The GPS data correlates with the
gravimetric record (e.g., min 100–250), whereby ground
subsidence is matched by gravity decrease. This is the
opposite behaviour one would expect if the gravimeter is
responding solely to ground deformation (a free air effect
results in a gravity increase with ground subsidence).
Interestingly though, the GPS record displays several spikes
(at t = 30 min, 300 min, 450 min and 520 min) indicating
relative ground motion of up to 0.15 m whereas the GPS
RMS (root mean square error) rarely exceeds 0.04 m.
Particularly, the min 445 event is associated with a RMS
of less than 0.02 m. We can exclude poor satellite coverage
or multipath as sources for the observed ground deformation
as well as sidereal effects. Similar short-term ground defor-
mation was recently also observed at the Yellowstone
caldera [Tikku et al., 2003].
[7] The gravity record associated with this event shows a

small local maximum, yet the seismic record indicates a
clear spike in the intensity data. Gravimetric data reduction
for the effect of ground deformation assuming a Bouguer
density of 2100 kg/m3 for caldera fill rocks, results in a
residual gravity waveform with average amplitudes of
0.02 mGal (Figure 2a). The 450 min event, however,
translates into a maximum gravity amplitude of 0.030 mGal.
So far, all instrumentation deployed at the same location
responded to the min 450 event, but what can be learned
from the VLF data recorded inside the phreatic crater?
Figure 2b shows the 20.8 kHz In Phase record together
with seismic intensity. We observe a clear break in slope in
the VLF record, coinciding with the seismic intensity peak

Figure 2. (a) Residual gravity data and RMS gravity errors and seismic intensity. Gravity data is reduced for the effect of
ground deformation assuming a Bouguer density of 2100 kg/m3 for caldera fill rocks, resulting in a periodic oscillation
with average amplitudes of 0.02 mGal and a peak of 0.03 mGal, coinciding with the burst in seismic intensity at 445 min.
(b) The 20.8 kHz In Phase VLF and seismic intensity records. The 445 min seismic burst is matched by a break in slope in
the VLF record (black broken line) followed by a peak amplitude after a delay time of 18 min. A similar delay is seen after
the 490 min event and subsequent to the Mw = 7.4 teleseism a few hours later (Figure 1b). (c) Example of seismic tremor
signal recorded between 440 and 460 min (‘‘the 450 min event’’). The waveform is interpreted to represent the
superposition of a series of discrete bursts in the hydrothermal system. (d) Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) power spectrum of
gravity, seismic and VLF In Phase records of the first 10 hours of May 16, 2006. The VLF and seismic time series indicate
cyclic oscillatory behavior with a peak power at 43 min also seen, though to a lesser power, in the gravimetric record with a
peak at 60 min. Since the gravimeter and GPS receiver were not co-located with the VLF receiver during the experiment,
we attribute the differences in the periods to differences in the sub-surface dynamics at the two locations. The seismic
record is more global and identifies cycles at either location. See also Figure 3.

Figure 3. Joint VLF In Phase (20.75 kHz) and observed
gravity record obtained at the location marked by a triangle
in Figure 1a, in a 4 m deep and 600 m long crack which
opened in 2001 [Lagios et al., 2005]. This site is undergoing
anomalous CO2 degassing [Caliro et al., 2005 ]. The
periodic oscillations of both gravity (amplitudes up to
0.02 mGal) and VLF data are inversely correlated. The FFT
power spectrum is shown in the inset. The dominant period
of the gravity cycles is 46 min, matching the periods of VLF
and seismic data recorded at May 16 (Figure 2d). A 46 min
cycle is also visible in the VLF data, however its power
peaks at 32 min/cycle. These observations are in support of
our earlier speculation on the existence of significant short-
term oscillations at the caldera [Gottsmann et al., 2005].
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0.015 mGal (Figure 1c). The GPS data correlates with the
gravimetric record (e.g., min 100–250), whereby ground
subsidence is matched by gravity decrease. This is the
opposite behaviour one would expect if the gravimeter is
responding solely to ground deformation (a free air effect
results in a gravity increase with ground subsidence).
Interestingly though, the GPS record displays several spikes
(at t = 30 min, 300 min, 450 min and 520 min) indicating
relative ground motion of up to 0.15 m whereas the GPS
RMS (root mean square error) rarely exceeds 0.04 m.
Particularly, the min 445 event is associated with a RMS
of less than 0.02 m. We can exclude poor satellite coverage
or multipath as sources for the observed ground deformation
as well as sidereal effects. Similar short-term ground defor-
mation was recently also observed at the Yellowstone
caldera [Tikku et al., 2003].
[7] The gravity record associated with this event shows a

small local maximum, yet the seismic record indicates a
clear spike in the intensity data. Gravimetric data reduction
for the effect of ground deformation assuming a Bouguer
density of 2100 kg/m3 for caldera fill rocks, results in a
residual gravity waveform with average amplitudes of
0.02 mGal (Figure 2a). The 450 min event, however,
translates into a maximum gravity amplitude of 0.030 mGal.
So far, all instrumentation deployed at the same location
responded to the min 450 event, but what can be learned
from the VLF data recorded inside the phreatic crater?
Figure 2b shows the 20.8 kHz In Phase record together
with seismic intensity. We observe a clear break in slope in
the VLF record, coinciding with the seismic intensity peak

Figure 2. (a) Residual gravity data and RMS gravity errors and seismic intensity. Gravity data is reduced for the effect of
ground deformation assuming a Bouguer density of 2100 kg/m3 for caldera fill rocks, resulting in a periodic oscillation
with average amplitudes of 0.02 mGal and a peak of 0.03 mGal, coinciding with the burst in seismic intensity at 445 min.
(b) The 20.8 kHz In Phase VLF and seismic intensity records. The 445 min seismic burst is matched by a break in slope in
the VLF record (black broken line) followed by a peak amplitude after a delay time of 18 min. A similar delay is seen after
the 490 min event and subsequent to the Mw = 7.4 teleseism a few hours later (Figure 1b). (c) Example of seismic tremor
signal recorded between 440 and 460 min (‘‘the 450 min event’’). The waveform is interpreted to represent the
superposition of a series of discrete bursts in the hydrothermal system. (d) Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) power spectrum of
gravity, seismic and VLF In Phase records of the first 10 hours of May 16, 2006. The VLF and seismic time series indicate
cyclic oscillatory behavior with a peak power at 43 min also seen, though to a lesser power, in the gravimetric record with a
peak at 60 min. Since the gravimeter and GPS receiver were not co-located with the VLF receiver during the experiment,
we attribute the differences in the periods to differences in the sub-surface dynamics at the two locations. The seismic
record is more global and identifies cycles at either location. See also Figure 3.

Figure 3. Joint VLF In Phase (20.75 kHz) and observed
gravity record obtained at the location marked by a triangle
in Figure 1a, in a 4 m deep and 600 m long crack which
opened in 2001 [Lagios et al., 2005]. This site is undergoing
anomalous CO2 degassing [Caliro et al., 2005 ]. The
periodic oscillations of both gravity (amplitudes up to
0.02 mGal) and VLF data are inversely correlated. The FFT
power spectrum is shown in the inset. The dominant period
of the gravity cycles is 46 min, matching the periods of VLF
and seismic data recorded at May 16 (Figure 2d). A 46 min
cycle is also visible in the VLF data, however its power
peaks at 32 min/cycle. These observations are in support of
our earlier speculation on the existence of significant short-
term oscillations at the caldera [Gottsmann et al., 2005].
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sediments and the Pleistocene Kos Plateau Tuff in Kos
Island.

The F4 (N-S) Fault System: A subordinate N-S trending
fault system can be locally identified in the volcanic edifice
of Nisyros Island along the northwestern coast between
the dacitic domes of Karaviotis and Trapezina and at Cape
Akrotiri. Based on bathymetry, the latter fault appears to
extend into a small N-S graben between Yali and Strongyli.
An equivalent fault system seems also to be present in
the Kephalos Peninsula at Kos Island. Similar to the F3
system, the F4 system might also be a result of the dominant
conjugate F1 and F2 systems.

The F5 (ESE-WNW) Fault System: These faults are ob-
served in the older volcanic series, as well as in the youngest
volcanic intrusives inside the caldera, and must be related
to a regional fault system along which down-faulting of
major blocks in Kos took place.

The Caldera Rim: The caldera rim and its accompanying
cone-shaped local faults are entirely volcanic structures,
which are a result of the caldera collapse after the last
Plinian eruptions. Neither displacement nor hydrothermal
activity has been recognised within the rim and these local
faults.

Hydrothermal system

Although the last magmatic activity on Nisyros dates back
to at least 15,000 years, volcanic unrest as expressed by
seismic activity is continuously present. Such activity is
reported since historical times and is partially a result of
the hydrothermal system at crustal levels less than 1,500 m
(Dawes and Lagios 1991). This system (Fig. 3) is expressed
by brine temperatures above 300!C at 1,700 m depth. Its
surface expressions are fumaroles and hydrothermal explo-
sion craters within the caldera, as well as several thermal
springs with temperatures between 30 and 60!C that occur
around the island (Fig. 2). During the latest hydrother-
mal explosion in 1873, fire and gas emanations were re-
ported along the coast near the town of Mandraki (Gorceix
1873a; b; c).

Two distinct hydrothermal aquifers (Dawes and Lagios
1991) may be present underneath the caldera based on
temperature distribution, fluid geochemistry, physical-
chemical characteristics of the fumarolic gases and the
thermal waters at the surface, as well as the waters in
deep geothermal drill holes (Geothermica Italiana 1983,
1984). The deeper hydrothermal aquifer is characterized
by high temperatures above 300!C and fluids of high
salinity, whereas the shallow aquifer has temperatures
around 100!C and boiling fluids with high concentrations
of CH4, CO2, H2 and H2S gases (Chiodini et al. 1993;
Marini et al. 1993; Kavouridis et al. 1999; Chiodini et al.
2002).

Seismic activity

Earthquakes have been described throughout historical
times and reported in detail in 1830, 1871–73, 1887, 1953,
1961 and 1968–71 (Gorceix 1873a, b, c; Makropoulos et al.
1989; Stiros and Vougioukalakis 1996). Their origin may
be a result of regional tectonic processes, magma ascent,
degassing phenomena of deep crustal magma and steam
explosions within the hydrothermal system as recognized
by “hydrothermal noise”.

Detailed accounts of the most recent seismic crisis which
started in the beginning of 1996, culminated in 1997, con-
tinued through 1998, and returned to the background level
at the beginning of 1999 are given by Papadopoulos et al.
(1998), Makris and Chonia (1999) and Sachpazi et al.
(2002). More than 1600 events generally striking NW-SE
were located within the Kos-Nisyros-Tilos area. Most oc-
curred at shallow depths with ML magnitudes ranging from
1.2 to 3.2 over a period of only 3.5 months (Makris and
Chonia 1999). Also, several shallow tectonic earthquakes
at depths up to 10 km with larger magnitudes up to 5.5
occurred along the fault system between Tilos and Kos
(Fig. 1). The Mandraki Fault (a branch of F2 fault system)
was reactivated in 1996 and caused damage to buildings
and other structures within the town of Mandraki (Ioanni-
dis 1998). An associated increase of fumarolic activity was

Fig. 3 A schematic
cross-section of Nisyros
Caldera and the underlying
hydrothermal system. The
model is used to show the
crustal and lithospheric
structure of Nisyros volcanic
island. Today the maximum
height of the volcano is 698 m
(Prophitis Elias) above sea
level. The volcanic base in
300 m depth lies on top of
Mesozoic limestone (Malm
formation), which has been
sampled during drilling of the
two geothermal wells in the
Lakki Plain in 1983 and 1984

Lagios et al., 2005: BV

2004) were also detected over time scales of tens of minutes,
indicating the presence of fundamental short-term dynamic
changes in the sub-surface. Benchmarks located well outside
the caldera (on the flanks of the central edifice) did not show
such short-term variations. The short-term residual gravity
changes found inside the caldera were on the same order of
magnitude as gravity variations recorded during traditional
time-lapse surveys, for example at the Campi Flegrei caldera
[Berrino, 1994; Gottsmann et al., 2003].

3. Results From New Field Experiment and
Interpretation

[5] In order to obtain a more detailed insight into the
short-term subsurface dynamics at the caldera, we devised a
10-day multi-parameter geophysical experiment in May
2006 including the following instrumentation and observa-
tion frequencies: (1) one automated continuously recording

(1 Hz) gravimeter (Lacoste&Romberg model D-41), (2) two
gravimeters (Lacoste&Romberg model G-403 and G-513)
manually read at 0.003 Hz for a total of about 30 hours,
(3) 4 Leica GPS 500 receivers (1 Hz), (4) one Lennartz LE-
3D/5s seismometer (125 Hz), and (5) one very low fre-
quency (VLF; 15–250 kHz; sampling frequency of 4 Hz)
electromagnetic receiver. The instrumentation was deployed
jointly in areas previously identified as being affected by
short-term changes [Gottsmann et al., 2005] and more than
120 h of simultaneous records were collected. For clarity, we
have low-pass (1 min) filtered all records. In this paper, we
focus on 2 data sets: a 24 hr record onMay 16, 2006 and a 4 hr
record on May 19, 2006. These were selected for the
following reasons: (1) on May 16, ground deformation,
gravity changes and seismicity were recorded at the same
location while the VLF record was obtained ca. 600 m to the
south-west, inside a phreatic crater hosting boiling mudpools
and fumaroles, enabling a spatial separation of the origins of
signals observed by the different instruments (Figure 1b);
(2) we recorded two teleseismic events that day which allow
us to assess the caldera system’s response to external triggers
(Figure 1b); (3) we can employ the data set to monitor an
instability in the subsurface dynamics which we interpret to
be a key phenomena for the understanding of processes at
restless calderas with hydrothermal activity (Figure 2); and
(4) using bothMay 16 and 19 records, the data enable a direct
quantification of the timescale of short-term cyclic oscilla-
tions at the caldera (Figure 3).
[6] Figures 1b and 1c present joint records (continuous

gravity, GPS, VLF, seismicity) of May 16, 2006, including
signals caused by 2 teleseismic events. Note, that all
gravimetric data shown is corrected for the effect of Earth
and Ocean tides. Focusing on the record preceding the
teleseismic events, the continuous gravimetric signal shows
a roughly periodic oscillation with maximum amplitudes of

Figure 1. (a) Colour-coded digital elevation model (in m)
of Nisyros Island, Greece, located at 36.57!N and 27.18!E
in the Aegean Sea. Cross and triangle indicate approximate
locations of instrumentation on May 16 and 19, 2006,
respectively. (b, c) Joint records (continuous gravity, GPS,
VLF, seismicity) of May 16, 2006. Figure 1b includes
signals caused by the arrival of surface waves at min 659
from a Mw = 7.4 seismic event (10:39 UTC) at the
Kermadec Islands (U.S. Geological Survey Earthquake
Hazards Program, 2006, available at http://earthquake.usgs.
gov/, hereinafter referred to as USGS, 2006) and a Mw = 6.8
earthquake in the Nias region of Indonesia about 5 hours
later (USGS, 2006, time of teleseismic events are marked by
red stars). The energy of the first event dissipates quicker in
the seismic record than in the gravimetric record due to the
excitation of the gravimeter by the Earth’s eigenmodes. The
VLF In Phase (20.8 kHz) record displays a break in slope
about 15–20 min later indicating a change in the electrical
properties of the subsurface. Figure 1c shows periodic
oscillations in observed gravity and GPS data over
approximately 10 h including several spikes and troughs
in the GPS record, which cannot be explained by artefacts
or poor satellite coverage. GPS data is reported relative to a
reference located outside the caldera. The GPS RMS (root
mean square) error is below 0.03 m for these events.
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Thermo-hydro-mechanical disturbances of the hydrothermal system may be important contributors to  
periodic unrest.
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Assessment of causative source(s) via data 
modelling

Forward models: predict signal from known source 
via trial and error to match recorded signal  

Inverse models: use signal to obtain (invert for) the source characteristics 



Analytical vs Numerical Modelling

Analytical

  models are tractable
  homogeneous linearly elastic medium 
  result can be misleading

Numerical

  complex
  heterogeneous medium 
  CPU and cost intensive

Joint modelling:

  Joint and 
simultaneous 
inversion of gravity 
and ground 
deformation data

Joint but 
separate:
for example InSAR 
and GPS to 
constrain source 
geometry then 
invert for mass 
changes 



Data worth having:
-3-D vector field of  surface displacement
-mass variations in both space and time

-static data 



Uturuncu Volcano
Bolivia
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Fig. 9. Sketch of the con!guration of the performed models. Boundary conditions are also included. Mechanical properties of the different materials considered are obtained from
p-wave velocities (Vp) using Eqs. (1)–(3) and the data reported in Finlayson et al. (2003). See text for more details.

Fig. 10. a) Uplift recorded via levelling versus distance from the in"ation centre near Matupit Island (after McKee et al.,1985) and !ts to observables from forward models assuming
an isotropic elastic homogeneity and elastic heterogeneity. b) Fit residuals from model simulations (1SHO, 1SHT, 1ScHT and 2SHT; see also Fig. 11) as a function of benchmark
distance from in"ation centre.
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source. Our !rst-order evaluation provides a viable alternative expla-
nation to the observed ground uplift.

We do not wish to enter a discussion as to which scenario more
likely caused the uplift over the investigated period (stress coupling in
central reservoirs or intrusion into circumferential faults) other than to
show that pressurisation of central reservoirs in a mechanically het-
erogeneous crust can equally well explain the reported ground defor-
mation at Rabaul. We also note that the available ground deformation
data from the Rabaul uplift do not indicate an in"uence of peripheral

faults (ring faults) on the deformation pattern caused by a central
source as the gradient between !h and distance from source evolves
smoothly without any perturbation. Deformation patterns caused by
pressurised central reservoirs are found to be heavily distorted in the
presence of ring faults (see for example Fig. 8 in De Natale and Pingue,
1993; Folch and Gottsmann, 2006).

Anelastic effects in mid-crustal reservoirs may play a role during
caldera deformation, e.g., at Long Valley caldera (Newman et al., 2006;
Feng andNewman, 2009) or Campi Flegrei (Bianchi et al., 1987). Time-

Fig. 8. (a) Location of Rabaul caldera on the island of New Britain, Papua New Guinea (left) and false-colour radar image of the Rabaul caldera. The image is centred at 4.2° South and
152.2° East. The area shown is approximately 21!25°km (source of basemap: http://www.nasaimages.org). Locations of volcanic cones Taravur and Vulcan and Matupit Island are
depicted as well as the approximate rim of the caldera. (b) Velocity model by Finlayson et al. (2003). These authors remark the deepening of the relative low-velocity region
(b5.0 km/s) in the centre of the caldera, considered to be the location of a low-velocity magmatic reservoir at depths of 3–5 km. c) Uplift recorded via levelling versus distance from
the in"ation centre near Matupit Island during the period November 1971–March 1984. After McKee et al. (1985).

409A. Geyer, J. Gottsmann / Tectonophysics 483 (2010) 399–412

Geyer and Gottsmann, 2010



Conclusions (1)

• Volcano geodesy is an ever evolving field

• New techniques

• Increasing computational power

• Remote techniques essential 

• Field work indispensable (ground truthing!!!)



Shareholders in volcano unrest (geodetic 
signals)

• Need for 
multiparameter 
approach

• Integrated 
monitoring

• Baseline 
monitoring

• Modelling?

• Magma

• Aqueous fluids

• Hybrids

• Tectonics



• no single solution to address the 
problem of how to best track mass/
density variations beneath volcanoes

• each case needs dedicated analysis for 
network design

• integrated geodetic  investigations are 
a powerful component of volcano 
monitoring

• observed geodetic data need to be 
considered within the general context 
of the available volcanological and 
geological observations

• integrated analysis and 
multiparameter interpretation is 
essential

Conclusions (II)



• Data essential for appraisal of volcanic phenomena

• essential for forecasting

• stochastic and non-linear processes?

• probabilistic models

• volcano memory?

• Increasingly vulnerable population (500 mio people in vicinity of 
active volcanoes)

• fundamental input for hazard assessment and risk mitigation in 
addition to geologic data

Conclusions (III)



Current limitations and future opportunities

• Non-uniqueness of geodetic modelling

• Data aliasing (indiv. obs. over years)                                       

• Stability of reference 

• Cross-correlation with other 
techniques

• Combine campaign, cont.  and static 
measurements

• Fully integrated geodetic observations 



Selected further reading

Volcano Deformation (general)

• GNSS Processing:  http://www.usace.army.mil/publications/eng-manuals/em1110-1-1003/c-1.pdf to c-10.pdf

• Encyclopedia of Volcanoes (also for gravimetry)

• Volcano Deformation  by Daniel Dzurisin (Springer)

• Earthquake and Volcano Deformation by Paul Segall (Princeton Univ. Press)

Volcano Gravimetry 

• Gottsmann and Battaglia 2008, in: Caldera Volcanism, Developments in Volcanology 10, Elsevier 

• Battaglia et al., Geophysics 73, 2008 

• Williams-Jones et al., Geophysics 73,  2008)

• General geodesy: http://landau.mines.edu/~samizdat (J. Wahr, Geodesy) 


